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. Fibre fractu-e test.

I. T-notch Charpy impact tests at 607 anl . .'40

L* rotch test.

. Microscopic examination.

4.o The results of the mtallurgical examination are as follows-

The east icn xs made from a mediux manganese, 2.7% chromium,
.5% molybdenum steel having the following snlyes- .

"-Ad -$ 2 t !'.L

Union Steel Casting, .29 1-11 .41 .018 .035 3.0 .51 '

Vatertown Armenal 29 .9 .39 .015 .Oel 2.70 .46 .06

The eM quench hardenability test was conducted according K
o the method outlined by the A.S.T.M. The aeteniti3ng temf-erature

(162501) used by the manufacturer is insufficient to direolve the
carbides completely an. consequently the hardenability ts im.oared. A
higher austenitistg temperature '1725OF), which oowpletely dissolyVe
he frbi.e, results in a considerably higher hardenability as indicated .th
by the hardness suryesu, ser Figre 1. A microscopic wmraination of the

~~~~~~~ 0 hre .ma&4Ia. imwud~ that therea -- " -ur w&a~ih hU U@M WW'.W -- J fC9J '

were no transformation constituents othekr than martonsite present at
the air cooled end.

-,4

Brinell bardness readings were wade every 1/2 inch aoss,
the thickness of the plate and the results are as follow.

Station 1 4 -.U AUAv e

U 212 212 207 201 207 201 201 201 207 212 212 207

The hardness of the plate i. lower than i' :.euired for6 rmor from a resistance to nonotraton standpoint. The manufacturer....,

probably used a low hardness, however, in order to obtain the desired
toughaess.

SFratre d i. .tts..

A section was flame notched on both sides and one face "
such that the unnotched area was 4*x4i and broken rapidly under a Prene.

(a forge hamer or other impact machine large enough to break the _
fracture bar was not available). The fracture was mainly fibrous having
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i/a4 crystalline zone at the edge of the fracture and sea tered

crystallinity throughout. Another bar 2" thick, whose width was the
tbickneus of the plate, was notched in the 2" direction and broken under
a forge ha=.er. The fracture was very much like the previous one, the
1/4" crystalline band being at the last edge to be broken. There is
a tendency for this sample to exhibit brittle properties although it in
not marked.

V-notched Charpy impact tests were made to suplement the
results of the fracture test and the data are shown in Table I. The .
impact properties at the center of the plate are not appreciably
different from those observed at the midwalll and, therefore, it may be
assumed that the tou,hness across the thickness is quite uniform. The
drop in impact value at J 4 0 7 reflects a tendency toward brittle -- ,
properties. However, it is felt that this material possesses sufficient
toughness to withstand ballistic attack conducted at normal temperatures
without cracking,

V-notch Cbarpy Impact Data

-WoO .40
Location Eneray - Pt. Lbs. Fracture* Energy - It. Lbg. Fro.ture

71.0 I7 48.o obf 3/.4C ent er

79.0 7 47-0 Cbf 3/4

67.55 C bf 3/
M i d w a l l' --, - -,

71.5 I 29.o Cbf 3/-4

OF- ibroeus

Cbf 3/4 a bright crystalline natch with fibrous edge, 75% of the area
being crystalline.

It was considered that the low impact strength might be

associated with temner brittleness which was not completely eliminatedin water quenching the 6' casting from the tempering temperature, A -. ",

small section (l"x3"x3#) was retempered at 125001 for 3 hours and water "' '

quenched. V-notch Charpy tests at -407 yielded values of 50.5 and 54.5
Ft. Lbs. These values are not significantly higher than those obtained
from the as-received material, and, therefore, the inferior toughness
cannot be altogether attributed to temier brittleness.
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e* Mcroetch tegt.

A section i'z'rs rmcroetched in hot acid to reveal the non-
mrtallic sepregation anO. -,oro3ity, see Figure 2A. The sect ion Possessed
a small amount of serepzrtion anid -)orosaity throughout the arose section.

- This o~rndition is consirtent %-th the scattered porosity observed in the
fracture.

f. MicroseopiJc enag~intion.

No unsual c6itributions of nonmetallic inclutions were
observed in the specimrens ex&-,i5ned. The microstruicture consisted, for the
most -art. of vrheroidizeO carbides randomly oriented in the ferrite
matrix, see Figuxres 2B and C. A small amount of free ferrite and chain
fo~rmations of carbides were observed throughout the sectio)n. There was__
no noticeable difference betwqen the struxcture at the 7uidwall and at
the center. Occasional se'-regations of undissolved carbides were observed
indicating incomplete carbide solution Prior to qvenahing,

From the tempered microstructure it is difficrult to evaluate
the constituents formed u,,on ruienchine, but it is known that a considerable
quantity of nonmartensitic trnsformation structures are formed upon
quenchine a 6' thick nection of the subject analysis after an austenization
tr,-,tmqnt such Pis thst exn-loyed by the manufacturer.

5. The p)roperties 1f this casting are satisfactory to meet present
ballistic requiremoants. '7evertheless, it possessed a hardness (207 Brinell)
lower than that desired for optimum resistance to penetration. It is __

considered that increasin' the hardness of this material would impair Its
shock resistance anreclrably since brittleness is accentuated at the
hi.-her hardnesses when teroered martensitic structures are not obtained.
The r)ressnce of intermediate transformation structures f.:'rred upon
quenchinr, which are rem onsible for the inferior impact strength. ma
be decreased by auntenitizine at a higher temperature (17250F) to dissolve
the alloy carbides -noro completely.

P.V. RIYIN3
Anst. Xetallurg'ist

N. A. 14ATTITWS . -

Major, Ordnance Dept.
Chief, Armior Section
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Struottre of 6' 432 Assult urrt

Mamfactrd by Union Stoel Castings
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